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Some facts of UMP

- Fully operates from 2016;
- Publisher of books, textbooks, conference proceedings, other publications and journals;
- Monographs: Partly open access publisher;
- Journals: Non-author Fee based Open Access Publishing;
- Publisher mostly of publications of authors from University of Maribor;
- Creative Commons licence (different levels of openness);
- Publishing programme: ap. 70 books per year and 7 journals
- Platform: Open Monograph Press and Open Journal System;
Mission of UMP

• to **EMBRACE OPEN ACCESS**, to meet University of Maribor strategic goals including outreach and impact, and facilitate researchers in publishing research outputs;

• to offer the academic community the **ALTERNATIVE OPEN ACCESS** publishing business model;

• to **DISSEMINATE** the University of Maribor Press publications as wide as possible.
Unique ecosystem of UMP publications
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Cooperation with ScienceOpen

• Since 2021 on metadata level;
• Three collections:
  • Two journals: Medicine, Law & Society; Lexonomica
  • University of Maribor Press Books
• connection of platforms in both directions (SO widget)
• Fulfilled expectations: enhanced metadata, new dissemination channels, better visibility of publications, excellent help

FUTURE: to introduce SO functionalities in the UMP practice